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ON THE EXISTENCE OF STEADY CONVEX SOLUTIONS
TO THE REGULARIZED EVOLUTION PROBLEM
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Abstract. In this paper we study some questions arising in the area of multiphase
thermomechanics with interfacial structure. In particular, we prove existence and unique-
ness results for steady convex solutions to the regularized problem of interfaces in the
plane.

1. Introduction. The problem studied in this paper arises in the area of multiphase
thermomechanics with interfacial structure (see References [1], [3]). More specifically, the
formulation of the regularized problem studied here is found in [2], The time evolution
of the curve S that realizes a convex and unbounded interface may be determined as a
function of the angle 0 of the normal n to S with the x positive semi-axis.

If we denote by s the curvilinear abscissa on S, convexity yields invertibility of the
mapping s —> Q(s,t) at each time t: since the curvature K(Q,t) := ^ is never zero. It
is proved by Angenent and Gurtin in [1] that the following identity holds:

*' = *2(S + V)- <>■»
where V is the normal velocity of S.

When two phases are present, two energies /(0,i) and F are introduced. The first
one is the interfacial energy, the second one has constant value and is interpreted as the
difference between the bulk energies of the two phases (see [1], [2], [3]). If the energy / is
independent of the curvature and a certain kinetic coefficient is constant, the evolution
equation derived in [1] has the form

V = gK - F, where g=f+ 0. (1.2)

The cases g < 0 and g > 0 correspond to unstable and stable interfaces respectively.
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The equation (1.2), together with the identity (1.1), defines an evolution problem of
parabolic type, which, in the unstable case g < 0, is not well posed, since it becomes
backward parabolic.

A way to study the unstable case is to assume an interfacial energy / depending on
the curvature A. In [2], the following constitutive hypothesis is justified:

/(©,«) = /o(0)+eA2(0,i) (1.3)

where e is a "small" positive constant. With such an assumption, (1.2) is replaced by
the following regularized equation, describing the evolution of a convex interface in the
plane:

a2V = g(Q)K{e,t)-eK{e,t)
dQ2 K2{&,t) + K\Q,t) — F, (1.4)

where g{Q) = fo + d2fo/d02 is supposed to be continuous and negative.
Remark 1. It is useful to recall the following result of [1].
If A(0) is a smooth function defined on the interval [0i,02] (0 < 02 — 0i < 7r),

A(0) / 0 on (0i,02) and A(0j) = A'(02) = 0, then A(0) is the curvature of a
convex, unbounded boundary curve.

2. The regularized stationary problem. A time-independent solution (A, V) of
(1.1), (1.4) is a solution of the following system:

«-2(S + ")=0.
1 (2-1)

+ A"2eK dP{Kf
dG2

— gK — (F + V).

Recalling Remark 1 in the preceding section and assuming the second equation of (2.1)
to be fulfilled at 0i and 02, we obtain the boundary conditions:

r K(Q\) — A'(02) = 0,
I V{Qi) + F = V(02) + F = 0. (2.2)

Moreover, the system (2.1) can be written:

d2V n
d&+V-°>
d2(K)2 ,2 g F + V .
~1^ + K ~ 1 7kT m(01'02)-

(2.3)

The Green function of the operator L(-) — ^j(-) + (•) in the interval (0i,02) with
homogeneous boundary values is given by
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sin(0 - 0i) sin(£ - 02)

G(©,0 = sin(02 - 0i)
sin(£ — 0i) sin(0 — ©2)

sin(02 - 0i)

©1 < 0 < £ < 02,

(2.4)
©i < £ < 0 < 02.

It follows from (2.4) that G(0,£) < 0 in (0i,02) x (©i,@2), whereas G(©i,£) =
G(02,O = 0 (recall that 0 < 02 — 0i < 7r).

We take F / 0 (see Remark 3 below).
From (2.2), (2.3) we have

re
V + F = F [ 2G(0,O^- (2-5)

V0!

Thus,
(F + y)F<0 in (0i,02). (2.6)

So we are led to look for solutions of (2.3) in the nonnegative unknown K2 that satisfies
the inequality

(F + V)K > 0 in (0i,02). (2.7)

The last two inequalities imply that on the same interval we have

VF < 0, FK < 0. (2.8)

We will therefore look for solutions of (2.2), (2.3) satisfying the inequality

KV > 0 in (0i, 02). (2.9)

We note that, since (2.5) and (2.8) imply that (F + V)V > 0, we also see that (2.9)
implies (2.7).

Remark 2. With the terminology of [1], condition (2.9) corresponds to a "receding
bump".

If we set e = 0 in (1.3), the stationary, nonregularized problem becomes

d2v
 h V — 0
d©2 ' (2.10)
gK - [F + V) = 0.

In the case of an unstable interface energy (g < 0), any solution of (2.10) satisfies, besides
(2.6), the inequality K(F+V) < 0, and therefore also KV < 0. It follows that no solution
of (2.10) may be obtained as a limit, for e —» 0+, of solutions of (2.2), (2.3), (2.9). This
agrees with a result established in [1], concerning the nonexistence of "receding bumps"
for globally unstable energies.
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3. Solution of the stationary regularized system.

Theorem 1 (Existence and uniqueness of the receding bump). Let g(Q) < 0. Then,
problem (2.2), (2.3) has one and only one solution (K, V) such that KV > 0 in (0i, 02).

Proof. In view of what has been observed in the preceding section, it is enough to
show that (2.2), (2.3) has one and only one solution satisfying the inequality (2.7).

Suppose, for example, that F < 0. Choose a smooth Kq(Q) > 0 and define

Ho(S)= f G(0,O02 r<?(0 no + f
£ eK0(0

Consider now the following iterative scheme:

f Ki = y/.,

d£> 0 in (0i,02). (3.1)

ff< = /e1aG(0,O^(Ode. * = 1,2,..., (3.2)

where

m-m  ;«)+F , xl/, (3.3)
f (f 2 at t) — y(r)+F1 ■

V©! °AS>T,) £ eKi(r)

One proves, by induction, that Hi > 0 in (0i, ©2); moreover,

dr)

1^(01 < <?(£) \V(Q + F\
(fey&r^dry

+ , w xi/2- (3-4)

Therefore, the sequence {Hi(O)} is equibounded; in addition, differentiating the second
equation of (3.2) with respect to 0 and using (3.4), one sees that it is also equicontinuous.
The proof that a solution having the requested properties exists is completed by passing
to the limit for a uniformly convergent subsequence.

To prove uniqueness, we begin by observing that, if we write U = K2, the condition
(F + V)K > 0 allows us to write the second equation (2.3) as

fE + u = i„ \V + F\
dQ2 e eVU ' (3.5)
t/(0!) = U (02) = 0.

We proceed by contradiction. Let

a = 02-0i > L ^

Since the eigenvalues A of the equation Uoo + A?7 = 0 with homogeneous boundary values
are A = n2a2, n= 1,2,..., each smooth function $ that vanishes at the boundary points
01, 02 satisfies the inequality

p@2 r®2

/ ($©)2d0>a2/ ($)2d0. (3.7)
J @! J©1

Let U\, U'2 be two solutions of (3.5). We have

\F + V\{U2-U1)(U2 - t/i)oc + (U2 - Ui) eVThs/lhiVTh + s/Th)'
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Multiplying this equation by {U2 — U\) and integrating on (©1, ©2), we obtain

- r2[(u2-u1)e)2de+ r\u2-ulfdQ= T2> 0.
Je1 J&! eVU2VUiWUi + VU2)

Therefore, in view also of (3.7), we have

/•© 2

(1 — a2) / {U2 - Ux)2 de > 0. (3.8)
Je 1

The inequalities (3.8) and (3.6) are incompatible.
Remark 3. If F = 0, then V = 0 and the problem reduces to L(H) = < 0 with

homogeneous boundary conditions. In this case, there are two static solutions:

K = ±J-J^ 2 G(0, £)</(£) C

Theorem 2 (Existence of "advancing bumps" for "small" values of e). Let 0 < m =
min{— g(Q)}, 0 S [©i,02],and± > ^jF2\ f®* G(0,£) d£\. Then, the system (2.2), (2.3)
has a solution (K, V) such that KV < 0 in (©i, ©2)-

Proof. Again we assume, for simplicity, that F < 0; and thus, F + V > 0 since the
function F + V satisfies Eq. (2.5). For

<-&2 m/»<=> 2

H0 = —a / G(©,£) where a
Je 1 2e'

we consider the iterative scheme
r@2

Hi = / G(0,O^(O^Jex

where
m)=m+ no+F

jZ'w.t)
We want to show that

9(r) _|_ V{t)+F
\ 1/2 *

(3.9)

(3.10)
drj

sjHi-!(r)_

Ri(t)<-a, i = 1,2,.... (3.11)

Note the following identities:

Rlft) = i® + V® + F. V{Q) + F_\F\ ^
r&2

/ G(0,Ode
J&!£ Sy/iwy v^o(e)

Note also that, from the definition of a and the assumption on e, it follows that

771
y/a(-ea - g) > —y/a > |.F|„

/•© 2

/ G(0,ode
Jex
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and thus
-a>m + np=z = Rl[().

e cs/Mi)

This implies that y/H[ > \fHo > which establishes (3.11).
Furthermore, it is easy to check that R,((,) > ■ From this inequality and (3.11)

it follows that a subsequence of {H,} converges to a function H > 0. By taking K =
-s/H < 0, we can construct an advancing bump.
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